
What's going on with the <type>'s

• For example:
• Each Node in a list of strings is Node<string>

• Each Node in a list of numbers is Node<number>



Generic Types

• When working with collections of data, like lists and arrays, you often 
want capabilities (functions/algorithms) that work regardless of the 
collection's data type
• i.e. does a list of strings include a specific string? does a list of numbers 

include a specific number?

• Creating a data structure class and related functions per data type 
leads to a lot of repetition in code.

• Generic types offer a solution and enable you to parameterize your 
data types at a class or function level.



Generic Classes

• When 2 classes differ only by the types of their properties you should 
use a generic class instead.

class NodeNumber {
data: number = 0;
next: NodeNumber = null;

}

class NodeString {
data: string = "";
next: NodeString = null;

}



Generic Classes

• Step 1: Designate a class as being generically typed and update any recursively 
typed properties

• Place a "diamond" <>, with a name placeholder in it like <T>, after the class name:

• You can read this as "Class Node is generic for any type T"

• The use of the capital letter T(ype),  is only a convention. We could place another 
letter, like U, or even a word here, like TYPE.

class Node<T> {
data: number = 0;
next: Node<T> = null;

}



Generic Classes have Generic Properties

• Step 2: Change the relevant properties to be generically typed.

• Once a generic class is defined, you can use concrete types such as:

• Node<number> - where T is number, thus the data property's type is number
• Node<string> - where T is string, thus the data property's type is string

• Big idea: using only one generic class definition for Node, you can work with Node objects that 
hold data of any type!

• Note: you cannot assign a non-null default value to a generic property. Think about why not.

class Node<T> {
data: T;
next: Node<T> = null;

}



Follow-Along: Define a generic Node class.

• In 02-generic-class-app.ts, let's define the following class together:

export class Node<T> {
data: T;
next: Node<T> = null;

}



Generic Classes - Constructing Objects
• Step 3: Constructing objects of generic types using concrete types.

You can use the concrete types anywhere you could otherwise use a class name. For 
example, declaring variables and constructing objects.

Note, however, the concrete types Node<string> and Node<number> are not the 
same type! For example, trying to assign a.next = b; in the code above will error. 

// Explicit Typing
let a: Node<string> = new Node<string>();
a.data = "hello, world";

// Type Inference
let b = new Node<number>();
b.data = 110;


